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Misunderstood Applications of Urban
Work Zone Traffic Control

Mrcnenr A. OcprN aNo JoHN M. Mourscn

Traffic control manuals do not sufficiently address rnany of the
problems associated with urban arterial work zones' The traffic
ðontrol devices applied within these work zones are sometimes
misunderstood by the motorist. In order for there to be safe

operations within urban roadway work zones, it is important that
the traffic control be applicable to this specific environment' A
motorist survey was initiated on Abrams Road in Dallas, Texas,

to investigate comprehension of construction traffic control de-

vices. Abiams Road is a four-lane undivided major urban arterial
roadway. The survey was designed to meet the following objec-
tives: (a) to ascertain knowledge about work zone traffic control'
(b) to detelmine problematic construction traffic control devices
with respect to motorist comprehension, (c) to elicit information
from motorists concerning overall problems with the Abrams
Road project, and (d) to substantiate or negate findings frorn a

similar study in Houston, Texas. Personal interviews \ryere con-

ducted with 345 respondents in the Abrams Road area. These
participants were asked to respond to questions regarding work
àone signing and other forms of traffic control devices. The re-

sponse percentages substantiated most of the findings f¡om the
earlier study revealing that motorists have some difficulty com-
prehending selected work zone traffic control applications.

Arterial street systems are being forced to sustain a significant
portion of the traffic burden caused by increased congestion

on freeways. The Texas State DepaÌtment of Highways and

Public Transportation (SDHPT) implemented a $100 million
program [Principal Arterial Street System (PASS)I in Sep-

tember 1987 to upgrade urban arterials. This program was

intended to provide additional capacity and improve traffic
flow. The initiation and implementation of the PASS program

has led to the recognition of shortcomings in the construction
traffic management of urban arterials.

Construction traffic control on arterials in highly developed

urban areas faces many problems that are not currently ad-

dressed in the Manual on Uniþrm Traffic Devices for Streets

and Highways (1). These problems include increased driver
workload associated with limited right-of-way, variable speeds

and volumes, excessive turning movements, extensive drive-
way access points, and construction signing requirements.

There is a lack of documented research relating to urban

arterial construction traffic control. In addition to this, there

is a large discrepancy between applicable signing for freeway

and highway work zones and that recommended for urban

arterial work zones (2,3). Motorists appear to be confused by

selected traffic controls that ale applied within urban arterial
construction (a). The Texas Transportation Institute (TTI)
has documented motorist general confusion in understanding
roadway construction signing (5,ó).

Texas Transportation Institute, The Texas A&M University System,
College Station,'fex. 77843.

Several problematic work zone traffic control applications

were identified in an earlier survey by TTI (7) that was per-

formed in Houston, Texas. The results indicated that motor-
ists had problems understanding certain word and message

symbols applied in roadway construction work zones. The

objective of this study was to substantiate or negate similar
findings from the previous study in Houston (/).

INTRODUCTION

Abrams Road is a four'lane undivided major arterial located

on the north side of Dallas, Texas (Figure 1). Reconstruction

began in July 1989. This 2-mi segment of roadway extends

from Forest Lane to Kingsley Boulevard. The reconstructed
facility will feature a six-lane divided cross section. The traffic
volume in January 1990 was approximately 20,000 vehicles

per day (vpd) and included four signalized intersections' The
primary land use along the arterial is residential with some

retail businesses,

The traffic control plan initiated on the project, for the

most part, exceeded the requirements of the Texas Manual
on IJniform Trffic Contol Devices (8). This survey was ad-

ministered in May 1990 to investigate motorists' interpreta-
tions of construction traffic control devices and their percep'

tion of the urban arterial work zone'

STUDY DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

The Abrams Road survey was designed to meet the following
objectives:

1. Ascertain knowledge about work zone traffic control,
2. Determine motorist comprehension of applied construc-

tion traffic control devices,
3. Elicit information from motorists concerning overall

problems with the Abrams Road project, and

4. Confirm findings from a similar study conducted previ-

ously in Houston, Texas.

Surveys were conducted with 345 respondents in May i990
at three locations. Respondents at all locations were ap-

proached by the surveyors and asked if they would like to
participate voluntarily in the survey. A daily demographic
total was kept to address any biases that might develop. The

result was that 147 respondents were interviewed at a Texas

Department of Public Safety licensing office and a total
of 198 respondents were interviewed at two commercial
locations.
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FIGURE I Route map of Dallas, Texas.

Survey participants were queried on their opinions about
various aspects of the reconstruction project. This was fol-
lowed by a brief set of biographical questions. The participants
were then asked to respond to questions regarding work zone
signs and other forms of traffic control devices that were
presented photographically both in and out of context, as an
independent element of the overall traffic control plan.

The Dallas survey results were compared with responses
from the Houston survey, which was of a similar type. How-
ever, the sample size used in Houston was approximately half
of that used in Dallas. It was intended that the surveys support
one another as representing similar results from different geo-
graphical areas.

RESULTS

Motorists were first asked about their opinions of the Abrams
reconstruction. Figure 2 shows a listing of all the questions
with their response frequencies.

"Hazardous road conditions" was the biggest problem as
seen by the participants, followed by "The construction is
taking too long." Subsequently, drivers were asked, "if they
were utilizing alternate routes?" Approximately 65 percent
responded that they were using alternative routes.

When asked, "if there are too many, too few, or the right
amount of construction signs that give directions to places
alongside the construction area?" the response given most
often (54 percent) was that there are the right amount of
directional signs for the construction area. However, 2L per-
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cent said there were too few, 21 percent said they were not
sure, and 4 percent said there were too many.

When asked the same question about the number of barrel
drums used for channelization, the participants respondecl
most often (50 percent) that there were the right amount. On
the other hand, 23 percent said they were not sure, 16 percent
said there were too many, and 11 percent said there were too
few.

The drivers were also asked, "ifthey had any trouble getting
to specific places because of the construction?" Over 68 per-
cent of the drivers responded that they did not have any
problems getting to their destinations. Finally, when asked,
"Do the future benefits of this construction outweigh the
present inconveniences?", approximately 84 percent re-
sponded "yes,"

The second part of the survey asked the participants to
respond to questions regarding work zone traffic control. This
part of the survey revealed that drivers have some difficulty
correctly interpreting messages on construction signs. A sam-
ple of the work zone control device questions is shown in
Figure 3. The response percentages for each device are dis-
cussed in the following sections.

Road Construction 500 ft

Over two-thirds (69 percent) of the participants correctly in-
terpreted the sign in Figure 4. However, approximately 22
percent of the respondents interpreted the sign to mean that
the next 500 ft of road are under construction. The Houston

I L¡clt¡ of Conrlruct¡oa
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FIGURE 4 Advance road construction sign.

survey produced similar results, with only 66 percent correctly
identifying the sign.

Right Lane Ends Sign

Ninety percent of the respondents correctly interpreted the
sign in Figure 5 to indicate that a change in lanes was nec-
essary. The correct response to the Houston survey was ap-
proximately 93 percent.

Color Cue Difference

In the past, distinguishing different color cues has not been
accomplished well by the motorist. When drivers were shown
the Two Way Traffic sign (see Figure 6), one yellow and one
orange, and asked the meaning of the two different colors,
only 50 percent knew that orange is the color designated for
construction. Twenty five percent were not sure of the dif-
ference and the other 25 percent gave an incorrect interpre-
tation. In Houston, only 44 percent knew the correct meaning
of the two colors and 40 percent said they were not sure of
the difference.
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FIGURE 6 Color cue difference of signs.

Low Shoulder Symbol Sign

This sign (shown in Figure 7) was incorrectly interpreted by
a majority of the respondents. Over three-quarters (76 per-
cent) thought this sign meant uneven pavement. The Houston
survey had a similar response of 84 percent.

Chevron Alignment Sign

Eighty five percent of the respondents correctly interpreted
the sign in Figure 8 to indicate that the signs show the direction
of the roadway. The correct response to the Houston survey
was approximately 92 percent.

$
$

FIGURE 7 Low shoulder symbol sign.FIGURE 5 Right lane ends sign.
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FIGURE 8 Chevron âl¡gnment s¡gn.

Vertical Panel

Orange ancl white hazard markers were shown to the sru'vey
respondents (see Figure 9). Drivers were asked, "on which
side of these signs they would drive?" Thirty eight percent
responded incorrectly, whereas 46 percent were not sure. The
Houston survey did not specifically address this sign. LIow-
ever', some indications of the previous survey exhibited in-
colrect interpretations of the sign.

Crossover Sign

These signs do not clearly convey where to cross over within
the construction area (see Figure 10). Because of the limited
spacing requirements of urban arterial construction zones, it
is extremely difficult to provide sufficient spacing for cross-
over situations. There al'e no current signing alternatives
available to delineate a crossover situation within a construc-
tion zone. Therefore, the standard green crossover sign was

used. Whcn drivers were asked where they would turn left,
53 percent said before the sign, 26 percent said after the sign,

FIGURB 9
0range and
white hazard
marker
(vertical
panel).

FIGURB f0 Crossover sign.

and 13 percent were not sure. The Houston survey had sirnilar
results in that 55 percent responded that it was pelrnissible
to cross over befole the sign, 42 percent indicated it was

permissible to turn after the crossover sign, ancl 3 percent
were not sure.

White Delineator Posts

These delineators (Figure 11) were used in conjunction with
white raised pavement markers within the construction area
to delineate cleally the edge of pavelnent. Seventy five per-
cent of the drivers interpreted these correctly, whereas 9 per-
cent did not correctly interpret the ma|kers, and l6 percent
were not sure of their rneaning. The Llouston survey revealed
that 58 percent interpreted the markers cort'ectly, 36 percent
misinterpretecl them, and 6 percent of the respondents were
not sure.

Advance Flagger Symbol Sign

The Flagger Ahead symbol, shown in Figure 12, was inter-
preted correctly by 79 percent of the l'espondents; 2l percent
interpreted the syrnbol incorrectly. The Houston survey re-

. lii;ì ;"{
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FIGURB ll White delineator posts.
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FIGURE 12 Advance flagger symbol sign.

vealed similar results with 78 percent correctly interpreting
the symbol.

Lane Reduction Transition Symbol Sign

The Lane Reduction Transition symbol, shown in Figure 13,
was interpreted correctly by 74 percent of the survey, whereas
20 percent misinterpreted the symbol and 6 percent were not
sure. The Houston survey revealed that 78 percent interpreted
the symbol correctly, 19 percent incorrectly interpreted the
symbol, and 3 percent were not sure.

Do Not Block Intersection Sign

Eighty eight percent of the survey participants correctly in-
terpreted the sign in Figure 14 to indicate that the driver must
leave room for traffic crossing at the intersection. The Hous-
ton survey revealed that 74 percent of the respondents an-
swered correctly.

A brief demographic summary concluded the interview.
The results are presented in Table 1 along with the Dallas
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FIGURE 13 Lane reduction transition
symbol sign.

DO NOT
BLOCK
INTERSECTION

FIGURE 14 Do Not
Block Intersection sign.

regional population statistics. The survey sample size was rep-
resentative of the overall population.

CONCLUSIONS

The survey format of in- and out-of-context traffic control
device photographs provided as identifying assessment of mo-
torist confusion in understanding work zone arterials. How-

TABLE 1 DEMOGRAPHIC SUMMARY

Dcmogaphic Suñcy Surycy Samplc r' ¡çgjonal PoDulation ..

SEX: Malc
Fcmalc

48Vo

527o
48Vo
527o

AGE; <25
-55

>55

l7lo
60Vo

23y'o

207o

56Vo

A4o

ET1IMCITY:
Anglo
Black
Hispånic
Olhcr

72Vo

16Vo

6Vo

6Vo

76/o
t5%
87o
l4o

EDUCAÎIOÑ
Co¡lcgc Gmduatc
Somc Collcgc
High &hæl Cnduarc
< High School

52Vo

3ly'o
13/o
4!o

" Sourcc: Durcau of Crnsus (1988)
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ever, the interpretations of the survey may not necessarily
predict responses within the roadway environment when used

as part of a complete traffic control plan. Specific problems

identified in the development of the survey included pre-

senting appropriate responses in an unbiased instrument that
would serve the researcher's needs and being able to collect
a representative sample of the population.

The survey did indicate that the motorists have problems
understanding selected work zone signing. There was some

confusion experienced by 3l percent of the respondents with
the interpretation of the advanced construction sign. The dif-
ference between the standard color cues, yellow warning sign

and orange construction sign, was incorrectly identified by 25

percent of the respondents, and 25 percent were not sure of
the difference. The orange and white hazard markers (vertical
panels) were also identified as a problematic sign by 84 per-

cent. The behavioral response of the placement of the stan-

dard Crossover sign was interpreted incorrectly by 47 percent.

Over three quarters (76 percent) responded incorrectly to the

low shoulder symbol sign. The other survey results showed

some indications of minor problems.
The Houston survey indicated similar misinterpretations of

the advanced construction, difference of color cues, orange

and white hazard markers (verticle panels), Crossover, and

low shoulder signs. Further education of the motoring public

or investigation of alternative signing schemes to improve
comprehension was not within the scope of this study. How-
ever, further research of motorist understanding and appro-
priate response for ensuring safe negotiation of roadway work
zones seems justified.

Motorist concerns on the Abrams Road project seem to be

concentrated around the construction work taking too long
and the hazardous road conditions, 24 and 25 percent, re-

spectively. Alternate routes were being used by 65 percent of
the respondents. Motorists indicated that there were a suf-

ficient amount of signs and channelizing barrel drums on the
project,54 and 50 percent, respectively. The overall percep'
tion of 84 percent of the respondents was that the benefits of
widening the roadway would be worth the incoltveniences
they are experiencing now.
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